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Chapter 909
Pan Haojing immediately agreed to the marriage.

In other words, Pan Haoyang is now Lanita’s fiance.

So at this time, Jarod would call Pan Haoyang’s uncle.

Hearing Jarod shouting to himself like this, Pan Haoyang really wanted to slap
this bad old man in the face with disgust!

It happens that the three of the Lin family are guests of the eldest brother.

Pan Haoyang swallowed his breath after healed, he only looked at his niece
Pan Mingsai with a cold face.

“Mingsai! What’s the situation!”

Pan Mingsai is usually very afraid of the fourth uncle. She shrankly said:
“South uncle, I…I should go to school at noon, walking at your door and
hearing the sound of fighting in your yard. , I couldn’t help but ran over to take
a look, um… Fourth Uncle, I’m going to school first, bye!”

Say yes, Pan Mingsai ran away like a mouse and hide-and-seek.



Pan Haoyang looked at Moira and Lanita again.

Moira smiled and looked at Pan Haoyang: “Aunt… Auntie.”

“What the hell is going on!” He didn’t recognize Lanita who was in a purple
bag for a while, and he only looked at Moira with disgust.

“That’s the aunt. Lanita heard that you had taken Arron’s wife and daughter
back. Lanita is happy for you. She is here to congratulate you. By the way, I
will tell you that the woman next to Arron is very cunning, she Once in jail and
doing a lot of bad things, the entire Nancheng people know that this woman is
bad, Lanita just wants to remind you not to be fooled.”

Pan Haoyang’s tone eased a little: “Really?”

Moira: “It’s true, my grandfather.”

Yubi, she pointed at Suzi and Lilly: “Although these two women are the
prisoners you captured, they are also our enemies. Our family of three from
the Lin family fled to Gasing Island. They are all this. The woman hurt, we
hate this woman just like you, uncle.”

Pan Haoyang didn’t speak, but only looked at Suzi and Shen Only.

The six-year-old girl looks unyielding regardless of her size.

Lilly was protecting his mother with both hands, and Pan Haoyang’s eyes
seemed to be pitiful with a small appearance that wanted to protect her.

Pan Haoyang’s heart was suddenly uncomfortable.

Looking at Suzi again, Suzi looked calm.



She looked at Pan Haoyang’s humiliation and humiliation, the five-body cast
that Pan Haoyang admired.

Worthy of being Arron’s woman.

The reason why Arron loves her so much must have her reason.

How about being in jail?

What about a bad reputation?

That is not all those people who are jealous of her imposed on her.

Seeing Pan Siye staring at Suzi unblinkingly, Lanita hiding behind her mother
thought Pan Haoyang was thinking about how to kill Suzi.

She immediately rushed out behind her mother and rushed to Pan Haoyang,
grabbing Pan Haoyang’s arm: “Master, let me tell you, this woman is difficult to
deal with. Her cunning is something you can’t even think of. Give this woman
to me, what I have is a way to make her obedient. Master, don’t worry,
Lanita… Lanita hates this woman more than your Masterh. And Lanita will
definitely be on the same side as Master , I will sing with my fourth
grandfather.”

Say yes, Lanita turned to look at Suzi without waiting for what Pan Haoyang
said, and showed off to Suzi very proudly: “Suzi, didn’t you say that your man
is the best? Your man is very good, but he is good. Can you be better than my
man? No matter how great your man is, you still fall into my man’s hands, you
fall into my man’s hands, or you fall into my hands. Suzi, I will let you know
today. What is it like to die!”

“Shut up!” Pan Haoyang scolded abruptly behind him.

Lanita looked back and cast a wink at her man: “What’s the matter with the
Fourth Master?”



“Suzi and the only little princess Shen are my distinguished guests, I think you
dare to touch one of their hairs!” Pan Haoyang said to Lanita coldly and flatly.

Chapter 910
“Siye, what are you talking about?” Lanita thought her ears were faulty.

In Nancheng, Suzi took everything from her Lanita, but now on Jiaxing Island,
Pan Siye only saw Suzi’s side and said Suzi was his guest of honor?

There must be something wrong with her Lanita’s ears.

“I said you look ugly now!” Pan Haoyang looked at Lanita with disgust.

Lanita: “…”

“Hehe…” Lilly immediately looked at Lanita playfully: “Bad Lin, you are ugly!”

Lanita: “Suzi! You condemned woman! Do you want to die? This is my fiance,
my fiance! You are married! You are now a prisoner on this island! You let you
Dead daughter shut up! Shut me up…”

“Pop!” Before Lanita finished speaking, she slapped Suzi firmly.

When Suzi hit Lanita, his hands hurt.

She really felt that Lanita was so thin these days.

There was no meat on Lanita’s face, only bony cheekbones were left.

Lanita’s family looked at Suzi dumbfounded.



The child Lilly looked at Lanita challengingly. The six-year-old Lilly was still
young. She didn’t even realize how dangerous she and her mother were. She
only knew that if someone bullied her mother, she would definitely Is going to
fight back.

If your mother takes advantage, the little things will be very happy.

Seeing Suzi playing Lanita, Pan Haoyang also looked at the show with his
arms folded.

Ha!

Anyway, my beloved woman does not suffer.

“You…” Lanita touched her cheek incredulously, “You…you are a female
prisoner. You are dead, so you dare to hit me? Shen female prisoner, you Hit
me?”

Suzi said calmly: “It’s because I’m already a prisoner. Anyway, I’m going to die
anyway, it’s not as good as I hit you.”

“Suzi! You kill a thousand knives! You actually bullied my daughter on our turf!
See if I won’t tear your mouth today!” Moira said as she rushed towards Suzi.

“Only, hide behind mom!” After ordering Shen Only, Suzi stared at Moira with
anger.

The hatred in her eyes is no less than Moira’s.

She is going to die here today!

The Lin family is the greatest hatred of Suzi in her life. She can’t see the
person she hates the most. Now these three people are in front of her.



She must bite their family all over the place with cuts and bruises.

Suzi has such a determined heart.

At the moment when she and Moira were fighting, Suzi screamed Lilly sadly:
“The only one! If you see your mother dead, you will immediately hit the wall
and die!”

Lilly cried and said, “I know my mother!”

After finishing speaking, the little girl cried and threw the hugging bear, and
then rushed to Lanita’s leg first, and another rush took Lanita off guard.

Then pull your leg.

She knew that she could not beat the adults who bullied her mother, but Lilly
would help her mother weaken the opponent’s combat effectiveness. She just
drilled into the small gap.

Sure enough, Lanita got up and went to chase and beat Shen Sochi.

“Come on, you hit me! Humph!” Lilly was very scared in her heart, but she
became more and more courageous.

“Oh!” Lanita, the only one who chased Shen, slammed into the table stunned,
and Lanita’s face suddenly slammed into another bag.

Moira, who was about to fight Suzi here, saw that her daughter was at a loss,
and immediately gave up Suzi and rushed towards Lilly: “You little devil, you
are so bad when you are young. See if I won’t break you today. Two halves!
You little dead thing!”

As soon as Moira’s words fell, she was pinched by Suzi from behind, and Suzi
quickly scratched her hands.
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Chapter 911
Suddenly, Moira couldn’t control her laughter. Because of her laughter, she
had no strength at all, and she had no choice but to hide. Suzi took advantage
of the situation and suddenly pushed Moira down.

Moira suddenly fell a dog to eat shit.

“Oh, my old teeth…” The front teeth were smashed and swayed around.

Suzi stepped on Moira’s face: “The old immortal thing! Since Suzi is going to
die here today, I will definitely kill you!”

She didn’t wait for her voice to fall, so she lifted her foot and stomped on
Moira’s face.

“Oh, it hurts me so much…” Moira howled in pain.

By the door, Jarod, who was watching all this, was annoyed, distressed, and
anxious.

At this moment, he wanted to kill Suzi very much.

But he is a man. If a man stepped forward to violently beat up a woman and a
child, he wouldn’t be able to do it, but because Pan Haoyang was beside him,
he would have to save face.

Jarod was sweaty, but he couldn’t move.
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Moreover, Pan Haoyang looked at Jarod specifically.

As long as Jarod was moved, he kicked Jarod out of the door and made Jarod
vomit blood.

Pan Haoyang watched Jarod while watching the mother and daughter beating
Moira and Lanita.

Don’t even think that Lilly is only six years old, but the little thing is too
exciting. She shaved Lanita and either touched here or hit there. In the end,
the little thing simply ran to Pan Haoyang, and the little thing could see it.
Although she and her mother were kidnapped by Pan Haoyang, Pan Haoyang
didn’t face Lanita.

Therefore, Lilly directly hid behind Pan Haoyang.

Lanita couldn’t open her eyes because of her face full of bags because of the
bump. She rushed over and ran directly into Pan Haoyang’s body.

“Get out!” Pan Haoyang raised his foot and kicked Lanita out of the door.

Just now he wanted to kick Jarod, but Jarod didn’t give him a chance, and it
was finally Jarod’s daughter.

I wanted to kick this woman to death a long time ago.

His face is yellow and thin, his face is sick, and he still wants to marry him Pan
Si Gongzi?

It’s like a toad eats swan meat!

“Aw…” Lanita, who was held outside the door, vomited blood, coughing
violently.



“Daughter…” Moira, who was lying on the ground and kicked in the face by
Suzi, saw her daughter being kicked out. She cried out and then used all her
strength to hug Suzi’s leg and push it. Open.

When Suzi staggered and almost fell on his back, Pan Haoyang hugged Suzi
behind him.

Moira got up and stumbled towards Lanita.

At this time, Jarod had already hugged Lanita: “Daughter, daughter, how are
you? Are you okay?”

Moira also rushed over: “Lanita…my daughter.”

Lanita was spitting blood from the beating mouth, unable to speak.

“Pan Old Four! I am your old husband! Lanita is your fiancee!” Jarod stared at
Pan Haoyang with anger.

“Get out!” Pan Haoyang’s voice was not loud, and his tone was full of disgust.

Jarod: “You…”

Pan Haoyang hugged Suzi with one hand, and walked out with Lilly in the
other, not looking at Jarod’s family at all. When I walked into the courtyard, I
said to the domestic helper, “Bounce these three people out, and they will not
be allowed to enter my east courtyard in the future!”

“Yes! Fourth Lord,” said the domestic helper.

Suzi didn’t leave. She looked at Pan Haoyang sharply: “Where are you taking
us?”

Pan Haoyang smiled gently: “Guess?”



Chapter 912
Suzi: “Mr. Pan, I can’t guess what medicine you sell in the gourd, and I don’t
want to guess, can you let our mothers understand?”

Pan Haoyang looked at Suzi, and then at the little dumpling he was holding.

With tears in his eyes, the small dumpling spoke proudly as an adult: “Mr.
Pan! Let me down!”

Pan Haoyang: “…”

After coughing and coughing, he said again: “You scared the child.”

Suzi sneered: “Mr. Pan doesn’t need to worry about this!”

As long as the words were necessary, she went to pick up Shen Sole from
Pan Haoyang.

Lilly immediately rushed into his mother’s arms.

Just like that, Pan Haoyang held Shen’s only leg, and Suzi held Shen’s two
arms.

Seeing that Pan Haoyang didn’t let go of himself, Lilly turned his head and bit
at Pan Haoyang’s arm as soon as he bent over.

“Oh…” Pan Haoyang let go of the only one with a sudden pain.

“Small…Small, not big, with good teeth!” Pan Haoyang looked at Lilly-only,
dumbfounded.



Lilly lay on her mother’s neck and whispered to her mother: “Mom is not
afraid. The only one will protect her, and the only one will deal with bad people
with her.”

Suzi couldn’t help crying after hearing this: “It’s really a good boy of my
mother.”

She looked at Pan Haoyang calmly: “You don’t tell me where you took us,
unless you tie me with a rope, or I won’t go anywhere!”

Pan Haoyang: “You! You still have reason to you! Our Jiaxing Island is so
small, my brother, and me, do we want to invade Nancheng in the past? Do
you want to find Arron’s fault? He is here to invade our Jiaxing Island, OK?
Suzi, you can tell clearly! Does he think that the whole world is invincible and
omnipotent to him Arron? If that is the case, then it is not that my wife and
daughter will be robbed by me as soon as I go to the island!”

Suzi: “…”

“Talk! Talk!” Pan Haoyang scolded.

“I have nothing to say!” Suzi said.

“He is an aggressor! What can you do if you follow him? It’s better to follow
me, I love you no less than him, and I can give you what he can give you! I
can give you what he can’t give you, and I won’t take you to dangerous places
like him!” Pan Haoyang said to Arron in an angry tone.

“You are not allowed to say my father!” Lilly pouted and stared at Pan
Haoyang.

Pan Haoyang: “…I’ll just say your father!”

“You are not allowed to say my father! Humph!”



“I said, what do you do!” At this moment, Pan Haoyang didn’t know why he
would be angry with a child.

The two cheek gangs that were so angry were swollen: “You are not allowed
to say, you are not allowed to say! Humph! Mom, you let me down, I want to
kill this stinky villain!”

Lilly didn’t wait for Suzi to put her down, she herself had broken away from
Suzi’s arm, slipped off her mother, and then hugged Pan Haoyang’s leg, and
stomped Pan Haoyang’s foot back and forth.

“I tell you to say my father, tell you to tell me my father, tell you to tell me my
father, I will trample you to death, trample you to death!” The little girl cried
loudly.

Crying very wronged.

Behind the crying, in the living room, the three Lin family, who were beaten
and embarrassed, looked very jealous.

Especially Lanita.

Lanita, who was full of purple blood, looked at Pan Haoyang, Suzi and Lilly
with one unswollen eye. There was fire in her jealous eyes. She gritted her
teeth and said to her parents: “Dad, mom. Look! How do they look like
enemies! Pan Haoyang didn’t regard Suzi as an enemy at all. He regarded
Suzi as his wife and the little dead thing as his child. There was no irritation in
Pan Haoyang’s eyes. Only love!”

Moira said viciously: “I don’t believe it, we can’t kill a Suzi on Gasing Island!”

“What’s your method?” Jarod was puzzled by Wen Xuying?

Moira suddenly scolded: “Just leave it alone!”



The Xiaoqing from Moira in Nancheng was brought to Gasing Island by her.
Now because it is very difficult to meet her, she is not satisfied, so she often
asks her for money. Every time she asks for a lot, Moira sneaks up. Followed
the man to take a look, and found that the man was pumped.

And the demand is very large!

Moira was rescued at the time!

If so, how can she afford it?

Chapter 913
Moreover, if you smoke that thing, your body will collapse soon!

Now Moira is anxious to get rid of the man. She thinks about it and asks the
man to deal with Suzi, and then he gives the man a large sum of money.

If Suzi is dealt with, Arron will definitely go to the man to settle the accounts!

At that time, it will kill two birds with one stone.

However, Moira must not let Jarod know about this, otherwise Jarod would
dare to break her leg.

The family of three was thinking about halfway through, and Pan Haoyang’s
domestic helper came over to drive them away.

“Sorry, Mr. Lin, Mrs. Lin, Mrs. Lin, please go out!” the domestic helper said
unceremoniously.

A family of three was kicked out of the living room. At this time, Suzi, Shen
Only, and Pan Haoyang were still in the yard.



Lilly was still stepping on Pan Haoyang’s shoes with his feet. Pan Haoyang’s
high-end custom-made shoes worth more than 100,000 yuan were stepped
on by Shen Zhongzhi like a squash.

Pan Haoyang was not angry at all.

Instead, he bent down and smiled and looked at Lilly: “How about it, are you
venting your anger now?”

Lilly couldn’t understand: “What the hell! You are shit!”

Turning her face, she saw the Lin family of three who were going out. Lilly
pointed to her defeated general Lanita and said to Pan Haoyang: “You…you
marry her, I am not angry!”

In Shen Only’s eyes, his father belongs to his mother anyway. The mother
belongs to the father, no one can miss her father and mother.

Pan Haoyang: “…The only one, you…how do you want to kill me? You let me
marry this ugly monster?”

Lanita + Jarod + Moira: “…”

“You two are the most suitable!”

“You forgive uncle.” Pan Haoyang put his hands together.

Turning his head, he saw Lanita look viciously at the only one, he immediately
yelled, “Don’t get out yet!”

The family of three reluctantly left the eastern courtyard full of grievances.

“Go, take you to a place.” Pan Haoyang continued to say to Suzi.



“Where to go!”

“Let you guess and you don’t, then you can only know when you get to the
place.” Pan Haoyang said gently.

Suzi: “…go out?”

“Yes!”

Suzi “Good!”

As long as you can get out of this monarch’s mansion, you might be able to
see Arron as soon as you go out. Suzi dare not contact Arron now, because
she knows very well that she and Arron are here, apart from bringing Yan and
Kwan. There is no single soldier.

If you go out and you can see Arron, it is naturally best.

Suzi agreed, and Pan Haoyang vainly took Suzi’s shoulders, and Suzi led
Shen’s only three people except the princess mansion.

Outside the princess’s mansion, no one was seen for a long time.

Suzi looked around and couldn’t see any message from Arron.

Even if it is a hint.

She was extremely anxious.

Where is Arron?

Will they be caught, or even killed by them?



Just like this, while bleeding in my heart, he got into Pan Haoyang’s car. About
half an hour after the car drove out, the car stopped.

When Suzi got out of the car and saw the front, he was stunned for an instant.

Chapter 914
It turned out to be the only place where she and Arron got off three hours ago.

“Mom! We…” Lilly recognized this place at a glance.

However, Lilly just wanted to say something, and Suzi covered his mouth:
“Don’t talk baby.”

She was afraid that the children would accidentally betray her father.

Pan Haoyang, who was next to him, saw Suzi like this and sneered: “What do
you want to stop your daughter? You don’t want to tell me that your husband
Arron got off here too? Suzi, on Gasing Island, and my Pan Siye Something
you don’t know?”

Hearing Pan Haoyang’s words like this, Suzi’s heart sank even more.

She forced herself to resist the grief in her heart, and asked Pan Haoyang:
“Can you tell me where my husband is now, is it dead or alive?”

Pan Haoyang: “Tell you, what do you want?”

Suzi said without concealment: “If my husband dies, my daughter and I will
never live alone!”

Pan Haoyang: “You…”



“What if he lives?” Pan Haoyang asked again.

“I must be with him and fight you to the end!”

Pan Haoyang: “…”

“Where is my husband?” Suzi asked again.

Pan Haoyang smiled bitterly: “I have to tell you, I don’t know where your
husband is, I want to find him too, but I can’t find him.”

Two hours ago, Pan Haoyang left Suzi and the only one who sent him to the
east courtyard. One was to check if there was anything wrong with his eye
being hit by a small thing, and the other was to go out and check around in the
mansion. Arron did. Did not follow.

However, he checked the front, back, left, and right of the mansion, but he
didn’t see any clues.

Arron is like the world has evaporated.

Hearing Pan Haoyang’s words like this, Suzi’s heart suddenly fell.

She knew that her husband would not be beaten so easily.

That wolf-like man.

Since he is here, coming empty-handed, he must have a way.

When he saw Suzi’s expression, Pan Haoyang’s heart seemed to be pierced
by a needle.

Such a brave woman who is not afraid of life and death and enters the
thieves’ den alone, but still wants to protect her husband, protect her children,



and educate her children. He has never encountered such a brave woman in
his life, Pan Haoyang. .

This woman is calm and deserted, unpretentious and unpretentious.

Neither overbearing nor overbearing.

However, once the fight started, she was very powerful again, and this was
the strongest partner in life.

This kind of woman is 10,000 times stronger than that kind of charming and
slinky woman who can only go shopping and sell cute beauty.

However, this woman’s heart had already belonged to Arron!

That D*mn Arron!

What is so good about him!

Pan Haoyang decided to pay attention to competing with Arron!

He won, then he stepped on Arron’s face and said to him: “See, your child and
your wife will be mine in the future! But don’t worry, I will treat them better than
you. !”

This is what Pan Haoyang wants to say most!

The most proud words!

For this sentence, he must plan well!

Pan Haoyang sorted out the suit, and said to Suzi very gentlemanly: “Let’s go,
take you and the only one to eat inside. The dishes here are Nanyang dishes,



which are similar to Cantonese dishes. They are all sweet. You must be in
Nancheng. It’s rarely eaten so authentic.”

Suzi: “Good.”

Yubi, she led Lilly, calmly followed Pan Haoyang into the Jiaxingdao
International Hotel.

Upon entering the door, a welcoming guest shouted respectfully: “Good
morning, Fourth Master!”

“Good morning, Fourth Master!”

“Call Miss Shen! Little Princess Shen!” Pan Haoyang reminded.

All the waiters in the whole hall looked at Suzi and Shen Only.

Suzi is tall and slender. She wears a more fitting sky blue shirt with pure black
slim pants. It is even more obvious that her long legs are long against the sky,
especially her clean and pale face. Her indifferent expression added a
freshness to this extremely luxurious hotel.


